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Abstract

A complete characterization of O
3

photochemistry from a regulatory point of view includes knowing the production
rate for O

3
, the sensitivity of this rate to NO

x
and VOCs, and the e!ects of emission controls on O

3
concentration.

Observation-based analysis techniques have been developed to determine these quantities based on observed concentra-
tions of O

3
and other photochemical ingredients. The promise of these methods is that reliable predictions on O

3
control

measures will be forthcoming from easily made measurements. We review several techniques that have been used in
recent "eld programs. Techniques are divided into two families according to whether predicted quantities pertain to the
present state of an air parcel or to its history. The present time frame methods address the question of what is happening
now, whereas the past time frame methods are used to determine how the air mass evolved to its present state. Present
time frame methods are used to determine O

3
production rates and sensitivities. In this category, we discuss the

constrained steady state, photostationary state, and radical budget methods. Past time frame techniques are used to
address questions on the dependence of O

3
on precursor emissions. In this category, we discuss indicator species and the

`observation-based modela. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We are able to measure most of the species that are
important in the photochemistry that forms O

3
. A few

species, such as the free radicals, OH, HO
2
, and RO

2
, are

not yet routinely measured but progress is being made.
Measurements by themselves, however, do not tell us all
that we want to know about O

3
production. The most

interesting quantities cannot be directly measured, not
even in principal. Among these quantities are rates for
the chemical production and loss of O

3
and other com-

pounds. Most of all, we want to know the sensitivity of
the atmosphere to changes in O

3
precursors; for example,

qBy acceptance of this article, the publisher and/or recipient
acknowledges the U.S. Government's right to retain a nonex-
clusive, royalty-free copyright covering this paper. This research
was performed under the auspices of the United States Depart-
ment of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.

d[O
3
]/dE

NOx
and d[O

3
]/dE

VOC
, where E's are emission

rates of NO
x

(NO#NO
2
) and VOCs (broadly de"ned

here to include CO).
These quantities can be obtained by running emis-

sion-based models in which O
3

production is calculated
from "rst principles starting from emissions of precursor
compounds. Another approach which has been de-
veloped in the last several years is that of `observation-
based analysisa in which observed concentrations are
used to make predictions on O

3
formation (Cardelino

and Chameides, 1995). The general thrust of observa-
tional-based analysis is that by bringing in the actual
atmospheric concentrations, there is less reliance on
ill-characterized emissions, computational demands are
lessened, and an element of reality is imposed on the
problem.

In this article we review several observation-based
analysis techniques that have been employed in recent
"eld campaigns to obtain O

3
production rates and sensi-

tivities in terms of quantities that can be measured. This
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is a selective review with examples chosen to illustrate the
present and past time frames that are used to describe
O

3
production. The present-time frame methods are di-

rected at characterizing the current state of an air parcel
including O

3
production rate and the sensitivity of that

rate to NO and VOCs. The past time-frame methods
reach back into the history of the air parcel to determine
the important pollutant control questions of how O

3
was

formed and what would happen if emissions were
changed. Our examples include constrained steady-state
box models, photostationary state, and radical budget
methods for the present time frame; indicator species and
the observation-based model (OBM) of Cardelino and
Chameides (1995) for the past time frame. We focus on
the varying methodologies and the relations between
these methods.

The methods discussed here have been used for a
wide range of applications. Some of the methods, such as
the constrained steady-state box model calculation have
long been a main stay in the analysis of data from
atmospheric chemistry "eld experiments. Other methods
are quite new and it is still an area of active research as to
how these techniques can best be applied to making
predictions on O

3
formation.

2. Time scales

Two time scales must be considered: the present and
the past. An important problem in applying observa-
tion-based techniques is how one should use information
about the present state of an air mass to deduce what has
happened in the past.

The `presenta refers to the instantaneous chemistry
that is occurring at the time and place where we make
our measurements while the `pasta refers to the history of
the air mass. Examples of quantities that are uniquely
de"ned by the present state of an air mass are chem-
ical production and loss rates, and the sensitivities of
these rates to changes in precursor concentration, i.e.
dP(O

3
)/d[NO] and dP(O

3
)/d[VOC], where P(O

3
) is

the chemical production rate of O
3
. Examples of quanti-

ties that depend on the history of an air mass are
d[O

3
]/dE

NOx
and d[O

3
]/dE

VOC
. Note that these two

derivatives are non-local. They represent the change in
O

3
concentration at a particular location due to an

imposed change in emissions at some earlier time and
some upwind region. Simply put, the present case models
address the question `What's happening now?a, while the
past case models ask `How was the O

3
formed?a.

The problem that we are faced with is that measure-
ments are local } they are made at particular times and
locations. It is therefore relatively easy to obtain informa-
tion about the present, but di$cult to obtain the emis-
sion control derivatives, d[O

3
]/dE

NOx
and d[O

3
]/dE

VOC
which depend on the past history of the air mass. Thus,

instantaneous rates and sensitivities can be readily deter-
mined from steady-state box model calculations driven
by observed concentration of stable species. Approxim-
ate methods such as radical budget and photostationary
state approaches can also be used.

Observation-based answers to emission control ques-
tions must rely on other less rigorous approaches.
A seminal contribution to this topic has been the idea
that photochemical oxidation products carry with them
a record of conditions during the past when ozone was
being formed (Milford et al., 1994; Sillman, 1995; Sillman
et al., 1998). By examining the concentrations of these
end products or, better still, ratios of concentrations of
end products, Sillman is able to predict whether
O

3
formation occurred under NO

x
or VOC-limited con-

ditions.
The method developed by Cardelino and Chameides

(1995) is perhaps best described as a hybrid of present
and past time-frame modeling. The emission control
quantities (which relate to the past history) are deter-
mined from a sequence of present moment measure-
ments.

3. Present time frame

Given a complete set of observations of stable com-
pounds we can make a nearly exact calculation that
completes the present moment characterization of an air
mass. `Exacta in this context means that no approxima-
tions are made beyond those that are contained in the
photochemical mechanism and those that are inherent in
the measurement of input data. This, of course, is no
guarantee of an accurate or even useful prediction if the
mechanism or input data is seriously o!. But under
a plausible set of ground rules, it is the best that can be
done. Photostationary state and radical budget methods
are not exact, in the sense that some reactions are ignored
as being of lesser importance and, in the latter case, a
phenomenological rate constant is used. In this section
we describe steady-state calculations and the approxim-
ate photostationary state and radical budget methods.
Only a few examples are discussed; it is not possible to
cover all of the interesting applications.

3.1. Steady-state calculations

Photochemical box models have been used in a variety
of "eld programs to deduce concentrations of free rad-
icals and O

3
production rates and sensitivities in terms of

the atmospheric mixture of stable, measured compounds.
One way of doing these calculations is to constrain the
concentrations of measured species to their observed
values and integrate the photochemical equations to
steady state. We will refer to this method as constrained
steady state (CSS).
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CSS calculations yield the concentrations of rapidly
reacting species which are in equilibrium with the set of
measured compounds. The rapidly reacting species usu-
ally include OH, HO

2
, RO

2
, and NO

2
. Depending on

the application, slower reacting compounds such as
H

2
O

2
, ROOH, and HCHO, can either be input data for

the model or calculated. If we call the calculated variables
X

i
and the constrained variables Ca , then the steady-

state equations have the form

dX
i
/dt"P

i
(X

i
, Ca )!¸

i
(X

i
, Ca ), (1)

where P
i

and ¸
i

are production and loss rates, respec-
tively, for compound i. There is a di!erential equation for
each of the species that are not measured. Integrating
Eq. (1) to steady-state yields an equilibrium solution
that satis"es the steady-state condition, dX

i
/dt"0:

P
i
(X

i
, Ca )"¸

i
(X

i
, Ca ). (2)

An integration time of minutes is su$cient for steady
state to be reached, if the only calculated species are free
radicals and NO

2
. Production and loss rates for HCHO,

other carbonyl compounds, and peroxides have time
constants of hours to days and a correspondingly long
integration period is required. Steady-state solutions for
these compounds only make sense in regions where con-
centrations are not rapidly varying.

A steady-state solution as de"ned above is one in
which each species concentration converges to a single
value, independent of time. The steady-state concept can
be extended to include diurnal variations (e.g., Davis et
al., 1996; Jacob et al., 1996). In these calculations, solar
intensity and the concentrations of some species have a
prescribed diurnal dependence. Eq. (1) is integrated for
a multi-day period until the calculation converges to a
solution that does not change from one 24 h solar cycle
to the next. This procedure gives more realistic results for
slowly reacting species such as HCHO and peroxides
which do not come into rapid equilibrium with the cur-
rent solar intensity and chemical mixture. We will see
later on, in the discussion of past time frame methods,
how time-dependent constraints have been applied to the
emission control problem.

The X
i
's calculated from Eqs. (1) and (2) can be used to

determine the production and loss rates for the com-
pounds that have been measured (O

3
for example). The

net chemical rate of change is then given by

dCa/dt"Pa(Xi
, Ca )!¸a (Xi

, Ca ). (3)

The total rate of change in the atmosphere will have
contributions from chemistry and also from transport
and emissions; deposition is often made part of the chem-
ical term. If we denote the transport and emissions term
as Sa , then the actual rate of change in the atmosphere
(denoted by `Da) is given by

DCa/Dt"dCa/dt#Sa . (4)

Under some conditions it is reasonable to assume that
Ca is not varying or varying only slowly. Then an esti-
mate of Sa can be obtained:

Sa"!dCa/dt. (5)

Eq. (5) has been used to estimate emission rates. For
example, Jacob and Wofsy (1988) have calculated emis-
sion rates of isoprene needed to explain the isoprene
concentrations observed over the Amazon Forrest.

Most large "eld campaigns, at least in the last several
years, have included a modeling component in which
O

3
production rates are calculated based on measured

concentrations (e.g. MLOPEX, Liu et al., 1992; CITE 3,
Davis et al., 1993; ABLE 3B, Fan et al., 1994; PEM-West
A, Davis et al., 1996; MLOPEX 2, Cantrell et al., 1996;
Eisele et al., 1996; TRACE A, Jacob et al., 1996; TOHPE,
McKeen et al., 1997). Typically, a calculation will use O

3
,

CO, VOCs, NO, solar intensity, and meteorological
parameters as input. Sometimes measurements of
HCHO and peroxides are also available, which can then
be used as input variables or used to verify model predic-
tions.

With the development of instruments for measuring
OH and peroxy radicals there is now the potential of
testing the fast photochemistry in the models against
observations (e.g., Cantrell et al., 1992,1993,1996,1997;
Eisele et al., 1994,1996; Poppe et al., 1994; McKeen et al.,
1997). These calculations have shown agreement on oc-
casion but have also revealed many puzzling discrepan-
cies which could represent missing observations, new
chemistry, or inaccuracies in the radical measurements.
However, the lack of agreement that has been noted for
some remote clean areas should not be interpreted as
a sign that more polluted regions will give still worse
results (Poppe et al., 1994).

The sensitivity of P(O
3
) to NO and VOCs can be

obtained by comparing a base case calculation with one
having a perturbed NO or VOC concentration. A "nite
di!erence formula yields the sensitivities, dP(O

3
)/d[NO]

and dP(O
3
)/d[VOC]. There are also a variety of sophis-

ticated techniques for generating an array of sensitivity
information; showing how each of the model outputs
vary if any of the model inputs are changed. In the
following sections dealing with radical budgets and indi-
cator species we will return to the P(O

3
) sensitivities. For

that purpose it is useful to de"ne relative sensitivities:

d ln P(O
3
)/d ln[C]"([C]/P(O

3
)) dP(O

3
)/d[C]. (6)

where C is either NO or VOC. d ln P(O
3
)/dln[C] has

a value of 1 if an n% change in [C] produces an n%
change in P(O

3
). The sensitivities in Eq. (6) look similar

to the incremental reactivities used by Carter and Atkin-
son (1989) for the emission control problem, but note
that all of the quantities in Eq. (6) are de"ned by the
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instantaneous state of an air parcel. In contrast, in-
cremental reactivities describe the sensitivity of current
O

3
to a change in precursor concentrations at an earlier

time.
By de"nition we specify that O

3
production is hydro-

carbon or NO
x

sensitive according to whether d ln
P(O

3
)/d ln[VOC] is larger than d lnP(O

3
)/d ln[NO] or

vice versa. The transition between NO
x

and hydrocar-
bon limited conditions is a smooth one with systems near
the transition point exhibiting an equal sensitivity to
NO

x
and VOCs.

3.2. Photostationary state

The so-called photostationary state (PSS) reactions
establish a rapid equilibrium between O

3
, NO, and NO

2
(Leighton, 1961). Under many circumstances the depar-
ture from this equilibrium is due to O

3
forming reactions

which allows us to calculate P(O
3
) in terms of readily

observed quantities. The rapid photostationary state re-
actions are

NO#O
3
PNO

2
, (R1)

NO
2
#hlPNO#O (R2)

followed with nearly 100% yield by

O#O
2
PO

3
. (R3)

These reactions constitute a do-nothing cycle as far as
O

3
production is concerned; R1 destroys as much O

3
as

R2}R3 makes. The resulting equilibrium is given by

j
NO2

[NO
2
]"k

1
[NO][O

3
]. (7)

This equilibrium is upset by the reactions that yield net
production of O

3
, namely

HO
2

(or RO
2
)#NOPNO

2
#OH (or RO) (R4)

followed by R2}R3. Setting the production rate of NO
2

equal to its destruction rate yields a steady state solution
to R1}R4:

k
4
([HO

2
]#[RO

2
])[NO]#k

1
[NO][O

3
]

"j
NO2

[NO
2
]. (8)

The "rst term in Eq. (8) is P(O
3
), so rearranging gives

P(O
3
)"j

NO2
[NO

2
]!k

1
[NO][O

3
]. (9)

Conditions under which Eq. (9) is valid have been dis-
cussed by Parrish et al. (1986) and Cantrell et al. (1993).
The most important restriction is that the steady-state
assumption applies, i.e. that the time rate of change of
NO, NO

2
, and O

3
be near zero. Changing solar condi-

tions due to clouds and changing NO
x

concentrations
due to local plumes can invalidate that assumption. Im-
plicit in Eqs. (8) and (9) is the assumption that there are

not any other reactions that convert NO to NO
2

or
otherwise a!ect the NO to NO

2
ratio (Parrish et al.,

1986; Crawford et al., 1996). The assumption that HO
2

and RO
2

radicals react with NO with the same rate
constant is discussed by Cantrell et al. (1997).

In the steady-state approach, P(O
3
) depends on the

entire set of photochemical reactions (including radical
production, VOC oxidation, and peroxide formation)
that determine the distribution and concentrations of
peroxy radicals. There is a lot that can go wrong with
such a calculation. The PSS method by-passes the de-
tailed calculation of peroxy radicals by using Eq. (9)
which express the fact that according to R1}R4, the
e!ects of proxy radicals are contained in the observed
concentrations of NO, NO

2
, and O

3
.

There is a long history of attempts to apply the PSS
equations using ambient NO, NO

2
, O

3
, and solar inten-

sity measurements. As a practical matter, it is di$cult to
get high accuracy predictions of P(O

3
) from Eq. (9),

because the form of that equation causes large error
propagation (Kleinman et al., 1995; Cantrell et al., 1997).
It is only in the last decade or so that measurements have
become accurate enough to get useful chemical predic-
tions. Another recent development is the ability to
measure peroxy radicals which, when combined with NO
measurements, yields an independent way of determining
P(O

3
) (Cantrell et al., 1993,1996,1997).

Similar to the CSS calculations, comparisons between
the PSS approach and other methods sometimes agree
and sometimes do not (Chameides et al., 1990; Ridley
et al., 1992; Cantrell et al., 1993,1997; Davis et al., 1993;
Kleinman et al., 1995; Crawford et al., 1996; Hauglus-
taine et al., 1996). Sometimes there is agreement on
one day and not on the next. It is not clear at this
point whether problems are mainly experimental or
theoretical.

3.3. Radical budget

The simple conservation requirement that the forma-
tion rate of free radicals (OH#HO

2
#RO

2
, also called

odd-hydrogen) must equal their destruction rate can be
used to derive approximate equations for P(O

3
) and the

sensitivity of P(O
3
) to NO and VOCs (Sillman et al.,

1990; Sillman, 1995; Kleinman et al., 1995,1997). Radical
balance can be symbolically expressed as

Q"¸
P
#¸

R
#¸

N
,2P(peroxide)#¸

R
#P(NO

z
),

(10)

where Q is the production rate of radicals (determined
largely by photolysis reactions), ¸

P
is the removal rate

due to reactions forming peroxide, ¸
R

is the removal rate
due to other radical } radical reactions such as
OH#HO

2
, and ¸

N
is the removal rate due to reactions

between radicals and NO
x
. In the second identity, the
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loss rates for radicals are expressed in terms of the corre-
sponding production rates of oxidation products. In gen-
eral, ¸

R
is small and will be ignored.

Under low NO
x

conditions, ¸
N

can also be ignored.
Then production of radicals is equal to their removal by
forming peroxides.

Q"2k
5
[HO

2
]2#2k

6
[HO

2
][RO

2
], (11)

where k
5

and k
6

are rate constants for

2HO
2
PH

2
O

2
, (R5)

HO
2
#RO

2
PROOH. (R6)

Eq. (11) can be solved for the total peroxy radical concen-
tration,

[HO
2
]#[RO

2
]"1/(2k

%&&
)1@2Q1@2, (12)

where the e!ective rate constant for forming peroxides,
k
%&&

, is given in terms of the organic peroxy radical
fraction, a, by

k
%&&

"k
5
(1!a)2#k

6
(1!a)a, (13)

a"[RO
2
]/([HO

2
]#[RO

2
]). (14)

a must be obtained elsewhere, i.e. from detailed calcu-
lations or estimated from experience in a similar environ-
ment.

Once the total peroxy radical concentration is avail-
able, P(O

3
) can be calculated from (R4), yielding the low

NO
x

formula (Kleinman et al., 1995):

P(O
3
)"k

4
/(2k

%&&
)1@2Q1@2[NO], (15)

The utility of Eq. (15) is that it yields an estimate for
O

3
production rates in terms of quantities that can be

readily measured. NO is required as explicitly shown in
Eq. (15). A credible estimate for Q can be obtained from

Q"2J(O
3
PO1D)[O

3
][H

2
O]

#2J(HCHOP2HO
2
)[HCHO], (16)

where the J's are photolysis rate constants depending on
UV-solar irradiance and in the case of J(O

3
) depending

on the quenching rate of O1D. Eq. (15) is relatively
una!ected by `measurementa error as the least well-
known quantities (including k

%&&
) appear under a square

root sign e!ectively halving the associated errors.
The CSS calculation o!ers several advantages over Eq.

(15) in determining P(O
3
), but at the expense of requiring

a more complete set of observations including CO and
VOCs. Eq. (15) and the derivation leading up to it show
how the additional information in the CSS calculation
impacts the determination of P(O

3
). The CSS method

provides an a priori determination of the distribution of

HO
2

and RO
2

radicals which is equivalent to determin-
ing k

%&&
based on the ambient mixture of VOCs and their

oxidation pathways. The CSS method can potentially
provide concentration estimates for radical precursors
that have not been measured thereby yielding a more
accurate value for Q. Finally, the CSS method is not
restricted to low NO

x
situations. In the terminology used

for Eq. (10), radical loss due to ¸
R

and ¸
N

is taken into
account.

Low NO
x

formulas have been used to determine
P(O

3
) in Metter, GA, a rural region in the southeastern

US, and in the North Atlantic Ocean, near Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia (Kleinman et al., 1995,1998). In, Metter, GA,
comparison was made with P(O

3
) determined from the

photostationary state relations. These methods agreed to
the extent expected based on uncertainty estimates. In
Nova Scotia, comparison was made with P(O

3
) cal-

culated from a photochemical model that was con-
strained with observed concentrations. It was found that
Eq. (15) captured 99% of the variance in P(O

3
) from the

model calculations. However, unlike the comparison
with the PSS results, the constrained calculation does not
represent an independent way for the calculation of
P(O

3
). Agreement merely means that Eq. (15) has the

right functional form to reproduce the `exacta model
results in a low NO

x
environment.

The radical budget equations can also be used to
derive an approximate analytic formula for the relative
sensitivities of P(O

3
) to NO and VOCs (Kleinman et al.,

1997). Because it is of interest to see how the sensitivities
vary over a wide range of NO

x
concentrations, the loss of

radicals to reactions involving NO
x
, (i.e., ¸

N
) cannot be

ignored. A general equation for P(O
3
) is

P(O
3
)"k

4
/(2k

%&&
)1@2(Q!¸

N
)1@2[NO], (17)

where the terms have the same meaning as before. Rela-
tive sensitivities are obtained by di!erentiating Eq. (17)
with respect to [NO] or [VOC]. An approximate for-
mula giving the dependence of ¸

N
on NO and VOC is

based on Sillman (1995) and is provided in Kleinman et
al. (1997). The relative sensitivities are given by

d ln P(O
3
)/d ln[NO]"

(1!3/2¸
N
/Q)

(1!1/2¸
N
/Q)

, (18)

d ln P(O
3
)/d ln[VOC]"

(1/2¸
N
/Q)

(1!1/2 ¸
N
/Q)

. (19)

The sensitivities are given in terms of a single indepen-
dent variable, ¸

N
/Q; the fraction of radicals which are

removed by reactions involving NO
x
. While P(O

3
) could

be calculated readily from observation the same is not
true for the sensitivities as ¸

N
/Q is best determined from

a steady-state photochemical calculation. The utility of
Eqs. (18) and (19) is that they show very clearly the
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Fig. 1. The relative sensitivity of O
3

production rate to [NO]
and [VOC], d ln P(O

3
)/d ln[NO] and d lnP(O

3
)/d ln[VOC], as

a function of the fraction of radicals removed by reactions with
NO or NO

2
, ¸

N
/Q. P(O

3
) is the chemical production rate of

O
3

and does not include destruction processes. Symbols are
results from CSS calculations driven by observations from the
Nashville urban area on 15 and 18 July, 1995 (adapted from
Kleinman et al., 1997).

functional form of the solutions to a complex photo-
chemical process and also provide a theoretical justi"ca-
tion for one combination of indicator species.

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of d ln P(O
3
)/d ln[NO]

and d ln P(O
3
)/d ln[VOC] on ¸

N
/Q. Data points are

from steady-state calculations constrained with observed
values of O

3
, NO, CO, VOCs, HCHO, and peroxides as

measured from the DOE G-1 in the Nashville urban area
during the summer 1995 SOS/Mid Tennessee "eld pro-
gram (Kleinman et al., 1997). The analytic equations are
seen to reproduce the qualitative features found in the
`exacta CSS calculations. Curves in Fig. 1 while referring
to instantaneous sensitivities have the same general fea-
tures as found in the emission control problem (see e.g.
Cardelino and Chameides, 1995).

Fig. 1 is separated into a NO
x
-limited region and

a VOC-limited region by a curve crossing that occurs at
¸
N
/Q"1/2 (Sillman, 1995). When ¸

N
/Q(1/2 the sys-

tem is NO
x
-limited and when ¸

N
/Q'1/2 the system is

VOC-limited. For ¸
N
/Q'2/3, the system is NO

x
inhib-

ited; increasing NO
x

at this point results in a lower
P(O

3
). According to Eq. (10), the conditions that ¸

N
/Q be

either less than or greater than 1/2 can be expressed as

2P(peroxide)'P(NO
z
), P(O

3
) is NO

x
-limited,

P(NO
z
)'2P(peroxide), P(O

3
) is VOC-limited. (20)

According to the CSS results in Fig. 1, NO
x

and VOC
limits to P(O

3
) are successfully predicted by Eq. (20).

The tendency to produce NO
z

(speci"cally, HNO
3
) in

VOC limited conditions and peroxides in NO
x
-limited

conditions has also been analyzed by Tonnesen and
Dennis (1997a). They showed numerically that O

3
pro-

duction rates are nearly proportional to the OH radical
propagation e$ciency, Pr

OH
(the fraction of OH recre-

ated for each OH that reacts), i.e.

P(O
3
)JPr

OH
"f

OH`VOC
>

HO2@VOC
f
HO2`NO

(21)

where the terms on the right-hand side describe three
steps in the O

3
-forming chain reaction. f

OH`VOC
is

the fraction of OH that reacts with VOC; >
HO2@VOC

is the
number of peroxy radicals created by OH#VOC; and
f
HO2`NO

is the fraction of peroxy radicals that react with
NO. At high NO

x
, f

OH`VOC
decreases because of reaction

of OH with NO
2

forming HNO
3
. At low NO

x
,

f
HO2`NO

decreases because of the formation of peroxides.
The combination of these two `sidea reactions causes
a maximum in P(O

3
) at a particular NO

x
concentration.

The ratio P(peroxide)/P(HNO
3
) is thereby an indicator

of whether the atmosphere is on the low or high NO
x

side of the P(O
3
) maximum.

Tonnesen and Dennis (1997a) have argued that an
e!ective O

3
control strategy should include e!orts to

reduce P(O
3
) in regions where it is high. They propose

that NO
x

and VOC limits to P(O
3
) be determined from

Eq. (21) using a measured set of `indicatora compounds
including peroxy radicals, O

3
, and NO. We will have

more to say about indicator compounds in relation to
past time frame problems.

4. Past time frame

The formulation of an O
3

control strategy requires
that we know the emission control derivatives,
d[O

3
]/dE

NOx
and d[O

3
]/dE

VOC
, which give the response

of O
3

to changes in emissions of NO
x

and VOCs. In
contrast to the instantaneous sensitivities described
above, the emission control derivatives are not properties
of an air mass but rather depend on the entire sequence
of events from the time that the NO

x
or VOC was

emitted to the time that the O
3

is measured. These
quantities are usually determined with an emission-
based model by simply changing the emissions rates
and seeing how O

3
responds. There are, however, at-

tractions to determining these quantities (more or less)
directly from "eld observation, not the least of which
is an enforced consistency with actual atmospheric
concentrations.

One way of approaching this problem is to look for
`indicatora compounds which maintain a record of
whether O

3
was formed under NO

x
or VOC limited

conditions (Sillman, 1995; Tonnesen and Dennis,
1997a,b). Another approach (the `OBMa) is to use a
time sequence of observations to guide a photochemical
calculation, which can then be repeated with perturbed
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Fig. 2. Change in peak O
3

concentration caused by either
a 35% reduction in anthropogenic VOC emissions or a 35%
reduction in NO

x
emissions. Independent variable is the ratio of

H
2
O

2
to HNO

3
at the same point as the O

3
. Results are from

a 3-D Eulerian model simulation of the Lake Michigan area
(adapted from Sillman, 1995).

emission rates (Cardelino and Chameides, 1995). In our
terminology of present and past time frames, the indi-
cator species approach uses a present moment observa-
tion to look back to the past. The OBM approach uses
a sequence of present time-frame observations to recon-
struct the time history of the air mass.

4.1. Indicator species

Reactions that form O
3

also yield oxidation products
that can be used to determine whether O

3
was formed

under NO
x
-limited or VOC limited conditions. The justi-

"cation for this procedure is largely empirical but is
backed up by theoretical reasoning related to the calcu-
lation of instantaneous sensitivities. As a matter of de"ni-
tion we note that NO

x
is NO#NO

2
, NO

z
is the sum of

all of the oxidation products formed from NO
x
, and

NO
y
"NO

x
#NO

z
.

4.2. Peroxide } NO
z

ratio

The empirical approach is illustrated in Fig. 2 adapted
from Sillman (1995). This "gure, which was generated
from Eulerian model output, shows the reduction in peak
O

3
concentration resulting from a 35% reduction in the

emission rate of either NO
x

(solid circles) or anthropo-
genic VOC (crosses). Ozone reduction is plotted as
a function of the indicator ratio H

2
O

2
/HNO

3
, deter-

mined at coincident points. Points that have a higher
O

3
reduction for NO

x
controls are said to be NO

x
-

limited; if VOC controls produce a higher O
3

reduction,
then the system is VOC-limited. Points lie along two

reasonably well-de"ned curves. VOC-limited conditions
are predicted by the model to go along with low values of
the ratio H

2
O

2
/HNO

3
, while NO

x
-limited points are

associated with high values of this ratio. Because there is
some scatter in the calculated points, there is a range of
indicator ratios which could be associated with either
NO

x
- or VOC-limited conditions. The particular value

at which the NO
x

and VOC curves cross (in the model
and in the real world) depends somewhat on condi-
tions such as deposition velocities and biogenic emission
levels.

The theoretical justi"cation for using H
2
O

2
/HNO

3
as

an indicator is given in Eqs. (18)}(20). Note that these
equations explain NO

x
and VOC limitations for P(O

3
)

in terms of P(peroxide)/P(NO
z
), i.e. the theory explains

present time frame sensitivities, not the sensitivity of
O

3
to emissions. However, it does seem plausible that

the two problems are related as O
3
, NO

z
, and peroxide

concentrations are due to production occurring over the
time history of an air mass.

Chemical production is not the only process that must
be taken into account, as Trainer et al. (1993) note in
their discussion of O

3
/NO

z
ratios. Other atmospheric

processes that could e!ect the indicator ratios include
mixing, deposition and chemical loss. The Eulerian
model calculations take these processes into account so
the empirical correlations are to be preferred over those
that come out of an incomplete theory. Because chemical
loss, deposition, and transport can vary from one prob-
lem to another there will always be some indeterminacy
in relating indicator ratios to NO

x
and VOC limitations.

Time scales must also be carefully considered. The useful-
ness of indicator species is that they have a memory of
conditions during the time period that O

3
was formed.

Deposition and chemical loss tend to erase this memory
and impose a time window for viewing the past.

4.3. O3 } NO
z

ratio

Another family of indicator ratios consists of O
3
/NO

z
and variants constructed by subtracting background
concentrations or by replacing NO

z
with HNO

3
or NO

y
.

In the absence of loss processes, *O
3
/*NO

y
is the num-

ber of molecules of O
3

formed per NO
x

molecule emit-
ted. *O

3
/*NO

z
takes into account partial reaction of

emitted NO
x

as it is the number of O
3

formed per NO
x

consumed.
High values of the ratio O

3
/NO

z
are associated with

NO
x
-limited conditions and low values associated with

VOC-limited conditions. A qualitative explanation for
these tendencies was given by Sillman (1995). He noted
that O

3
photolysis is often the primary source of free

radicals. In as much as the production rate of free rad-
icals must equal their removal rate,

P(NO
z
)#2P(peroxide)"a[O

3
], (22)
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where a is a proportionality constant that depends on
solar intensity and water vapor concentration. Assum-
ing that the NO

z
concentration is proportional to its

production rate (with proportionality constant b) we get

[O
3
]/[NO

z
]"a~1(P(NO

z
)#2P(peroxide))/bP(NO

z
).

(23)

Thus, the indicator ratio O
3
/NO

z
is rationalized in terms

of the same instantaneous rates that were used to explain
the connection between the ratio [peroxide]/[NO

z
] and

emission control strategies. The qualitative tendencies
expected from Eq. (23) are in agreement with the
modeling results of Lin et al. (1988), namely that there is
a nonlinear relation between O

3
and NO

y
, such that the

ratio increases in cleaner air (i.e. P(peroxide)<P(NO
z
)

at low NO
x
, in clean air).

Eq. (23) is only qualitatively useful. Ultimately, predic-
tions of NO

x
and VOC limitation must be justi"ed on

empirical grounds. One approach, followed by Johnson
and colleagues (Johnson, 1984; Johnson and Azzi, 1992)
has been to use smog chamber data to develop an algo-
rithm that yields predictions based on observed O

3
,

NO
y
, and NO

x
concentrations. The resulting integrated

empirical rate model and a revised method (Blanchard et
al., 1998) that takes into account the nonlinear behavior
seen by Lin et al. (1988) were developed independently of
the indicator species approach, but appear to be func-
tionally related. Sillman (1995) has used Eulerian model
calculations to determine the values of the ratio O

3
/NO

z
that indicate whether O

3
is NO

x
- or VOC-limited. The

procedure is the same as illustrated in Fig. 2 for deriving
transition values for the ratio, peroxide/NO

z
.

Part of the attraction in using O
3
/NO

z
is that it is

easier to measure than peroxide/NO
z
. Also, as "rst noted

by Trainer et al. (1993), "eld measurements in many
locations have revealed a very high correlation between
O

3
and NO

z
, suggesting a causal relation. However,

caution must be used in interpreting these ratios as the
previous discussion on deposition, chemical loss, and
time windows for viewing the past applies also to
O

3
/NO

z
.

4.4. Applications

Indicator species ratios have been used to analyze
O

3
production in Los Angeles, New York, Nashville, and

Atlanta (Sillman et al., 1997,1998). These cities span
a range of environments from VOC limited in Los
Angeles to transitional in Nashville to NO

x
limited in

Atlanta as determined either from measured ratios or
from Eulerian model calculations. Sta!elbach et al.
(1997a,b) used observed indicator ratios and a photo-
chemical plume model to predict the sensitivity of O

3
to

NO
x

and VOCs in southern Switzerland, downwind of
the Milan urban plume. The integrated empirical rate

model, in its original form and modi"ed for nonlinear
behavior, has been used to predict NO

x
- and VOC-

limited conditions starting with routine monitoring data
from several US cities (Chang and Suzio, 1995; Blan-
chard et al., 1998).

4.5. Observation-based model (OBM)

Cardelino and Chameides (1995) have developed an
approach that uses a sequence of present time-frame
measurements to determine a response to perturbed
emission rates. The "rst step in this calculation is to run a
time-dependent model with concentrations of O

3
, CO,

NO, and VOCs constrained to their time-dependent ob-
served values. This procedure can be viewed as a time
dependent analogue of the CSS calculation discussed
above (see Eq. (1)). This calculation yields a time-depen-
dent solution for radicals and other substances which
were not measured. The next step is to solve for the
atmospheric source terms using Eq. (4):

Sa (t)"DCa (t)/Dt!Pa (Xi
, Ca , t)#¸a (Xi

, Ca , t), (24)

where Pa and ¸a are determined from measured Ca and
calculated X

i
. DCa (t)/Dt is the actual rate of change of

compound a and is determined directly from a time series
of measurements. A question arises as to how Sa should
be interpreted since it is in part due to emissions and part
due to transport. Cardelino and Chameides argue that
the transport term is ultimately dependent on emissions
and therefore Sa is a reasonable surrogate for the emis-
sions that impact the measurement site. At this point
they have characterized the time-dependent problem,
including emission inputs. The next steps are to apply
a perturbation to the NO

x
or VOC emissions, repeat

the time-dependent calculation without any constraints,
and see how O

3
responds. The method as actually

implemented was somewhat more complicated than de-
scribed above due to the necessity to account for vertical
mixing.

Fig. 3 illustrates an application of an OBM to the
Atlanta, GA urban area (Cardelino and Chameides,
1995). The e!ectiveness of reducing O

3
by controlling

NO
x
, total VOCs, or anthropogenic VOCs is given by

the corresponding relative incremental reactivity (RIR).
The RIRs are the past time-frame analogues of the in-
stantaneous relative sensitivities shown in Fig. 1. In this
instance, O

3
in Atlanta shows an almost equal sensitivity

to NO
x

and VOC reductions. At lower NO
x

factors,
O

3
production becomes more NO

x
sensitive; at higher

NO
x

factors more VOC sensitive. Controlling anthropo-
genic VOCs by themselves, however, does little to reduce
O

3
. At the point where the NO

x
and total VOCs curves

cross, the calculated indicator ratio, H
2
O

2
/HNO

3
, has

a value of 0.5, close to the curve crossing value shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Results from an OBM calculation of O
3

production in
Atlanta, GA (W. Chameides, personal communication). Calcu-
lation is driven by average concentrations observed at six
monitoring sites during a Southern Oxidants Study "eld pro-
gram. Relative Incremental Reactivity is the percent change in
O

3
, produced in the urban area, caused by an imposed percent

change in the source term of the O
3

precursor. NO
x

factor"1 is
the actual NO

x
emission rate deduced by the OBM. Other NO

x
emission factors are for hypothetical situations with lower or
high NO

x
emissions.

5. Conclusions

The common feature of the observation-based analysis
techniques reviewed here is that they are used to translate
"eld observations into information on O

3
production.

We have divided the techniques into two categories ac-
cording to whether the method provides information on
the present state of an air parcel or on its history. In the
former case, we are interested in knowing O

3
production

rates and their sensitivity to NO
x

and VOCs, while in the
latter case we are interested in the dependence of O

3
on

emissions that occurred at some point in the past. Pres-
ent time-frame methods included in this review are con-
strained steady state, photostationary state, and radical
budget methods. Past time-frame methods are indicator
species and `observation-based modela.

Because measurements are inherently local it is easier
to obtain information about the present state of an air
parcel than to determine its history. In the present time
frame, the CSS method is a standard by which other
methods can be judged as it potentially uses a full photo-
chemical mechanism and a full suite of observed com-
pounds to determine free radical concentrations and
rates. In contrast past time-frame methods require signif-
icant approximations and an empirical justi"cation
that is obtained by comparisons with emission-based
models.

Although the CSS method is `exacta in the sense of not
requiring any signi"cant approximations this is no
guarantee that it is accurate. Recent "eld programs have

provided extensive data sets including OH and peroxy
radical measurements against which CSS predictions can
be tested. We brie#y noted that CSS predictions and
direct observations sometimes agreed and sometimes dis-
agreed. This may indicate a faulty understanding of the
photochemistry or a problem with the measurements.
Where discrepancies exist, a signi"cant e!ort has been
made in "nding the causes. It is outside of the scope of
this review to evaluate these discrepancies but we note
the importance of this problem.

Approximate methods for determining O
3

production
rates and sensitivities include photostationary state and
radical budget. The PSS technique is in many ways
independent of the CSS method and thereby is a useful
tool for checking CSS calculations and peroxy radicals
measurements. The radical budget approach provides
estimates of P(O

3
) based on a minimal set of observa-

tions. It is not independent of the CSS method but
instead provides a compact description of the essential
features of the O

3
-forming reactions. Relative sensitivi-

ties derived from the radical budget equations pro-
vide a qualitative justi"cation for the use of indicator
species.

Two approaches have been developed for determining
past time-frame emission control information from pres-
ent time-frame observations. The indicator species
approach of Sillman (1995) depends on photochemical
oxidation products carrying with them a record of past
conditions during the time that O

3
was formed. The

OBM of Cardelino and Chameides (1995) reconstructs
the dependence on emissions from a sequence of present
time-frame observations. The indicator species approach
has the advantage of requiring only a point measurement
of a pair of species such as H

2
O

2
and NO

z
. It yields

a prediction of whether O
3

is NO
x
- or VOC-limited.

Data requirements for the OBM are more extensive;
a time series of observations of O

3
, NO, CO, and VOCs

are required. This method yields quantitative predictions
on the response of O

3
to changes in NO

x
and speci"c

VOCs. Comparisons with Eulerian model results indi-
cate that both methods are promising for evaluating
emission controls.
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